
The novel “Paper Towns“, by John Green is about Margo, 
escaping from her hometown, which she feels to be superficial. 
Quentin, her secret admirer goes on a trip with her best friends 
to find her. 

Margos traces 

Quentin and Margo Roth Spiegelman, his next-door neighbor, always played 
together when they were younger, but over time Margo has changed a lot.  She 
became popular and too “cool“ . They lost sight of each other until Margo suddenly, a 
few weeks before graduation, appears at Quentin´s window asking for help to take 
revenge to her faithful friends, throughout Margo´s so-called “paper town“ (this is the 
expression Margo uses to describe the superficially perfect town, which she 
absolutely hates). This all-night revenge, filled with a lot of andrenaline, refuels 
Quentin´s love and desire for Margo. 

But the next day, Margo has vanished all of a sudden. Nobody knows where she is 
and everybody is worried. Margo had already disappeared several times before, but 
always leaving ambiguous clues and hints. This time, Margo especially left 
mysterious clues for Quentin. His biggest fear is, that she has taken off to commit 
suicide. 

After a few days, searching her all around everywhere within the so called “paper 
town“, Quentin asks Margo´s few true friends to go on a road trip together to find her. 
During the road trip they have some fun, but it is also a hard and a strenous time for 
them, where they have to solve puzzles at different locations to get closer to Margo. 

Will Quentin find her and if so, will she return back to “Paper Towns“? 

The novel, “paper towns“, written by John Green, is all about following one´s own 
path, which is also the main message. I absolutely recommend this highly gripping 
story, especially to teenagers, who are interested in high school movies and books. 
Once you start reading this book, you cannot stop. :) 

 

By Lilli Mühle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.de/pa
per-towns-john-
green/dp/1408806592 


